Add Sketches and/or Plan Markups (preferred) to the VEP, as applicable. The purpose of requesting sketches and plan markups is to streamline review, allowing reviewers to be quickly oriented with where and what change is being proposed. If plan sheet markups are not included as part of the VEP package, the Contractor should at a minimum list the impacted plan sheets in Section 3, so copies of the impacted sheets can easily be located for review.
Value Engineering Proposal (VEP)
Additional Samples of Sketches and Plan Markups

Plan Comparison

Current Girder Plan

Proposed Girder Plan
Value Engineering Proposal (VEP)
Additional Samples of Sketches and Plan Markups

Proposed elimination of E2 (B25.0B) under shoulder and extend C1(SF9.5A) and proposed Komorow Geotextile Interlayer full width under PCOP.